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BUILDERS’ REGISTRATION 
Grievance 

MR I.M. BRITZA (Morley) [9.10 am]: My grievance is addressed to the member for Wanneroo, the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Commerce.  

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order, members! There are too many audible conversations happening in the 
chamber.  

Mr I.M. BRITZA: My grievance concerns the application of Mr Boris—or Bob—Spaseski to be registered as a 
building practitioner and contractor with no registration restrictions on his building licence. Mr Spaseski is 
already a registered builder, but he now has development-approved plans for a small, mixed-use commercial–
residential project that requires the registration restrictions on his licence to be lifted to enable him to start 
construction. On behalf of the member for South Perth, I include in this grievance the application of Mr David 
Mundy to be granted a builder’s registration licence in the supervisor category. Bob Spaseski’s application was 
prepared by the Master Builders Association and included a statement of building works that was verified by 
references from clients, architects and engineers substantiating his expertise in building, as well as a detailed 
résumé with attachments of training certificates and work history, et cetera, as required by the commission. At 
the time of his application to have the restriction on his building licence lifted, the MBA had assured 
Mr Spaseski that the restriction would be lifted as it had been for numerous other applicants in similar situations. 
The Master Builders Association prepared the application for Mr Spaseski under regulation 16, set 4. On the 
basis of Mr Spaseski’s extensive experience and expertise, the strength of the referee reports that were provided 
in favour of Mr Spaseski and the merits of his application prepared with the aid of the MBA, I respectfully find it 
most puzzling as to why and how the Building Services Board has rejected Mr Spaseski’s application. I would be 
most grateful if the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Commerce could shed some light on the board’s 
reasons for doing so.  

My interpretation of this regulation is that it caters for individuals with a minimum of five years’ full-time 
experience supervising and managing building construction projects, including working for another builder—
which Bob was not. This interpretation is also consistent with advice provided to Mr Spaseski by the Building 
Commission in a letter dated 8 November 2012. In this letter the Building Commission advised Mr Spaseski that 
the statement of building works is a record of all projects that he has actively supervised, including experience in 
supervising all aspects of the construction of a building covering a full-time five-year period, and that that is how 
the board would determine whether he meets the requirements under the section of the act under which he 
applied. Following discussions with Mr Gavan Forster from the MBA, our interpretation of this pathway is the 
same. Furthermore, other builders who have received their unrestricted licences without having had Bob’s years 
of experience and expertise have come to him for counsel and advice to pursue projects for which they are 
licensed, but for which they lack the in-depth knowledge and experience to complete. Nevertheless, Mr 
Spaseski’s application was turned down and he has been asked to complete three written assessments in building 
quantities and estimating, financial skills, contractual and legislative issues and building construction. Mr 
Spaseski has been constructing buildings for nine and a half years under contract as a registered builder and has 
more than 27 years’ building experience utilising all of the above skills. Mr Spaseski is 52 years old and 
completed a building course more than 30 years ago. These further theoretical assessments appear unreasonable, 
unnecessary and irrelevant, particularly when one of the three exams tests a person’s knowledge of the now 
defunct Builders Registration Act 1939. The sad thing about the whole exercise, however, is that even if Mr 
Spaseski had sat the exam it would have proved nothing other than the fact that he could pass a theoretical test 
on a superseded act and a theoretical test of his undoubted knowledge as a residential builder. What is of great 
concern is that Bob Spaseski directly employs four full-time staff and 20 full-time equivalent affiliated workers, 
who now run the risk of losing their jobs. The council-approved, commercial–residential project that is ready to 
be built has now been on hold for seven to eight weeks awaiting Mr Spaseski’s registration restrictions to be 
removed. This is costing him $17 500 per month in bank loan interest alone, plus the cost of wages and other 
expenses. 

The member for South Perth’s constituent Mr David Mundy also applied for a builder’s registration licence in 
the supervisor category. David has worked in the building industry for some 20 years and during that period he 
passed all the examinations required for a builder’s registration. However, he did not apply for registration 
because another person in the building firm where he works had the necessary ticket. That person is retiring and 
David is only now seeking registration. What he objects to is the fact that in 2012 he and a number of other 
builders passed exams that were in place under the former system, which cost him about $6 000 in tutoring and 
fees to the board. He was then advised that the Building Services Board no longer recognised that course and 
that he would have to sit it again. Apparently others who sat the same course as David have been granted 
registration, yet he has been informed that his qualification is superseded and that he will have to complete a new 
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course of study. David thinks this is unfair and like Bob Spaseski he believes his qualification and years of 
experience should satisfy the requirements for the registration he is seeking. 

David says he needs to continue working and that at the age of 60-plus he would find it very difficult to return to 
formal study. In frustration and a genuine belief that the BSB will not assist him—or has no desire to assist 
him—David has given up and withdrawn his application. It is our understanding that this predicament is not 
uncommon and that several builders have found themselves caught in this apparent bureaucratic mess. The 
apparent stubbornness of the Building Services Board is very frustrating and discouraging for us as members to 
deal with, let alone these two builders who have all but given up hope of any reasonable and genuine outcome 
from the board, which appears to desire no genuine outcome in this situation and has no desire to change its very 
excessive and unreasonable verdict. 

The member for South Perth and I strongly request that exemption from any further assessments be granted in 
these two cases. 

MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.16 am]: I thank the member for Morley for his 
grievance today. The member for Morley is very passionate about what he believes is an unjust situation with the 
Building Services Board and about helping out the member for South Perth, who is unwell and unable to deliver 
a grievance in his own words.  

The Building Services (Registration) Act 2011 imposes minimum standards, and I think most of us in the house 
accept that we need to make sure that builders are qualified and experienced along the way. Neither Mr Spaseski 
nor Mr Mundy have failed to demonstrate their experience. Mr Spaseski is already a registered builder. He is 
allowed to build residential homes mainly of a single dwelling, but I know that Mr Spaseski does build double-
storey homes as well. He now wants to move from a residential licence to a more general building licence that 
will allow him to build commercial developments. I heard in the member’s grievance that Mr Spaseski is a noted 
builder who has up to 20 staff working for him at any one time. I understand he has been around for some seven 
to nine years, which is a considerable time. Neither the Minister for Commerce nor the government wants to stop 
builders from progressing their developments. Further, they do not want to limit the bureaucracy in any way and 
make it easier for builders to obtain their licences. The minister’s office and the minister himself are limited in 
what they can do by way of instructing the Building Services Board to issue licences. There are two ways in 
which a builder can obtain a licence. First, if a builder has experience and knowledge and he can demonstrate 
that experience to the board, he may be granted a full licence. This is what Mr Spaseski and Mr Mundy are 
wishing to do. As part of that course, they have to demonstrate what they have built in the last few years. 
Although the two men can legitimately use this channel to go before the Building Services Board, it is usually 
used by people who come into this country with building licences that have been issued in other countries or by 
builders whose licences have been issued in eastern states. Mr Spaseski has carried his licence over from 
Queensland. It is a limited licence. As I said before, it is for building only homes. He is obviously requesting that 
his licence be upgraded so that he can build commercially as well.  
There is another way for any builder to achieve registration, and that is to do a diploma in building and then the 
board will grant them a licence straightaway. I do feel for both gentlemen because, as the members for South 
Perth and Morley have explained to me, they have significant building experience. Unfortunately, in this case the 
minister cannot direct the board to issue a licence. The only opportunity Mr Spaseski, in particular, has available 
to him—because his licence has been refused—is to go to the State Administrative Tribunal. He has a fixed 
amount of time in which to do that. I advise the member for Morley to encourage Mr Spaseski to do that, 
because if some of these matters go to the State Administrative Tribunal, the board can then tweak its policies 
and guidelines to suit particular judgements that may go against it—and I know it has done this in the past. 
Mr Mundy, in the member for South Perth’s case, is not in the system at this time and he would need to reapply 
to get back into the system to get that refusal so he can take it to the State Administrative Tribunal. 

Mr J.E. McGrath: Mr Mundy would have left school at 15 and he would have gone out and become a carpenter 
and then he became a builder. He’s been building houses for 20 or 30 years and never had one fall down. Now 
he’s been told by bureaucracy, “You’ve got to go and do a course and sit an exam.” The guy is over 60! What 
are they doing to people?  

Mr P.T. MILES: I agree with the member for South Perth’s sentiment in this case, but Mr Mundy has not been 
able to demonstrate what he has been doing. I do not know all the detail because I have not requested that sort of 
information, but, because grievances are brief, I am happy for my office to seek a meeting with the member for 
South Perth and the commission. I understand that we cannot direct the board to issue any licences, but there 
may be a way of allowing Mr Spaseski and Mr Mundy specifically to get back into that system. They are both 
builders—although I do not believe Mr Mundy was a builder, because he was working under the licence of 
somebody else; but for him to continue, he would need to do that. The minister and I do have a lot of sympathy 
for these gentleman and we want to try to help them where we can. As I say, Mr Spaseski has the capacity to go 
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to SAT, but Mr Mundy is no longer in the system, so he would have to work through that. I am happy to further 
assist in that matter with the members for South Perth and Morley to see if we can work through the bureaucracy 
before us.  
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